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Acconeer completes AEC - Q100 grade 3 qualification of the A1 radar 
sensor for the automotive industry 
The A1 sensor AEC - Q100 grade 3 qualification, which covers the temperatures -40°C - +85°C, has been 
completed a quarter ahead of previously announced plans. 

 
AEC - Q100 is a failure mechanism based stress test qualification for integrated circuits used in automotive 
applications. This specification has been established by the Automotive Electronics Council (AEC) to define 
qualification requirements and procedures for integrated circuits used in the automotive industry. An  
AEC - Q100 qualified device means that the device has passed the specified stress tests and guarantees a 
certain level of quality and reliability. 
 

Lars Lindell, CEO Acconeer, comments: “The qualification is a requirement all car manufacturers put on 
suppliers, and an important step in our strategy for the automotive industry. We are pleased to be able to 
complete it several months ahead of our original plan.” 

 

For additional information, please contact: 

Lars Lindell, Lars Lindell, CEO Acconeer, Phone: +46 10218 92 00, E-mail: ir@acconeer.com  
 

This information is information that Acconeer AB is required to disclose by the EU Market Abuse Regulation. The information was provided 
by the above contact person, for publication on June 12, 2020 14.30. 

 

About Acconeer AB 
Acconeer is a leading radar sensor company based in Lund, south Sweden, in Ideon, the country’s hottest region for wireless 
technologies. Acconeer is developing a truly leading ultra-low power, high precision 3D sensor which will revolutionize the way 
that mobile devices interpret their surroundings. Acconeers ultra-low power and millimeter precision sensor will be a robust and 
cost-effective solution for applications ranging from virtual reality and gaming to security and robot control. Information from 
the sensor can also be used to identify different materials, these are just some examples of the wide range of possibilities of 
application areas for the sensor. Acconeer is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market with the ticker code ACCON, Redeye is 
the company’s Certified Advisor (CA) and can be reached via telephone +46 (0)8 121 576 90 or via mail 
certifiedadviser@redeye.se. For more information: www.acconeer.com. 

 

 


